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A radical N in the category of rings is called normal if, for any Morita context 
(R, I’, W, S), we have VN(S)W L N(R). In this paper these radicals are in- 
vestigated and the related notion of a normal class of prime rings is defined. 
A characterization of normal, special radicals is given and it is shown that 
normal classes generalize special classes in a natural way. Several results are 
given on the closure of normal classes under forming related rings and some 
theorems on structure spaces are extended. 
I. A NORMALITY CRITERION FOR RADICALS 
Amitsur [l] showed that if N(R) denotes the Baer lower, Levitzki or Jacobson 
radical of the ring R and if (R, V, W, S) is a Morita context, then VN(S) W C 
N(R). Radicals with this property have been called nornuzl radicals by Jaegermann 
[7]. These three radicals are not only normal but are supernilpotent in the sense 
that N(R) = R f or each nilpotent ring R. Each normal, supernilpotent radical 
is hereditary [6, Theorem 21 and such radicals have been studied by Sands [13] 
who called them N-radicals. Furthermore the three radicals named above are 
upper radicals determined respectively by the class of prime rings; the class of 
prime, Levitzki semi-simple rings; and the class of primitive rings. We in- 
vestigate here the question as to when a class B of prime rings determines an 
upper radical which is normal. We show in Theorem 2 that this is the case 
whenever 9 has the following property: whenever (R, V, W, S) is a Morita 
context with S # 0 in which VsW = 0, s E S implies s = 0, then R E 9 
implies S E 8. The Baer lower, Levitzki and Jacobson radicals enjoy this 
property as does the anti-simple radical. 
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We remark that all classes of rings are non-empty and closed under iso- 
morphisms. We refer to Divinsky [5] for the standard definition of radicals and 
associated terminology. 
A Morita context (R, V, W, S) consists of two rings R and S and two bi- 
modules RVs and s W, together with mappings V x W-+ R and W x V ---f S 
(written multiplicatively) which induce bimodule homomorphisms V OS W+ R 
and W OR V---f S and which satisfy the associativity conditions 
(vw)v’ = v(wv’) (wv)w’ = w(vw’) 
for o, zl’ E V and w, w’ E W. See Amitsur [l] for details. It is well known that an 
equivalent formulation is that [b L] is a ring with the usual matrix operations. 
An example we shall refer to is the standard context (R, M, M*, E) determined 
by a left module M = sM where M* = Hom,(M, R) is the dual of M and 
E = End RM. 
In order to avoid constant repetition, a Morita context (R, V, W, S) in which 
S # 0 and VsW = 0, s E S, implies s = 0 will be called S-faithful. 
If (R, V, W, S) is a Morita context and P is an ideal of R, write V, = 
{v~Vjvw_CP}, W, =(wEWI VwCP}andS,={sESI VsWCP).Then 
it is known that (R, V, W, S) is a Morita context where R = R/P, v = V/V, , 
W = W/W, and S = S/S, , the products being defined in the natural manner. 
We now isolate the classes of rings of interest to us. 
PROPOSITION 1. The following are equivalent for a class B of rings. 
(a) If (R, V, W, S) is a Morita context and P is an ideal of R such that 
R/P E 9 then either S, = S OY S/S, E 9. 
(b) If (R, V, W, S) is a Morita context and R E 9 then either S,, = S or 
s/s, E 9. 
(c) If (R, V, W, S) is an S-faithful Morita context, thzn R E 9 implies 
SEP. 
Proof. Clearly (a) 5 (b) => (c). Given (c) let (R, V, W, S) be a Morita 
context and let P be an ideal of R with R = RIP E 9. Then the context (R, v, 
t;r! s) above satisfies the condition that i%‘sw = 0 implies s = 0. Hence either 
S = 0 or SE B by (c) and so (a) holds. 1 
Note that the conditions in Proposition 1 are inherited by intersections, 
unions and subdirect closures. Semi-simple classes of normal radicals satisfy 
these conditions. In fact Jaegermann [8, Theorem lo] has proved the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let N be a radical with semi-simple class 8. Then N is a 
normal radical if and only if 9’ satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1. 
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II. NORMAL AND SPECIAL CLASSES OF PRIME RINGS 
For many radicals the semi-simple rings are precisely the subdirect products 
of the prime semi-simple rings. Such radicals which are in addition hereditary 
are the special radicals introduced by AndrunakieviE [2]. The following definition 
is due to AndrunakieviE and Rjabuhin [4]. A class 9’ of prime rings is called 
special if it satisfies: 
(S.l) If R E B then P E B for each non-zero ideal P of R. 
(S.2) If R E 9’ and R is an ideal of a prime ring S then S E 9. 
An upper radical determined by a special class is called a special radical. 
DEFINITION. A class 9’ of prime rings will be called a normal class if it 
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1. 
We are going to obtain conditions analogous to (S.l) and (S.2) which charac- 
terize normal classes. We need the following. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (R, V, W, S) b e a Morita context with R # 0 and write C 
for the ring [“, c]. Then C is a prime ring if and only if 
( 1) R is a prime ring, 
(2) vsw = 0, s E s 3 s = 0, 
(3) Vw=O,wEW*w=O,and 
(4) ww=o, oEV*v=O. 
Furthermore, if C is a prime ring then either S = 0 OY S is a prime ring. 
Proof. Observe that the lack of symmetry in (3) and (4) is only apparent. 
For example WV = 0 implies ( VW)~ = 0 so w = 0 by (1) and (3). Similarly 
WV = 0 implies w = 0. To see that C is a prime ring, suppose ciCc, = 0, 
whereci=[$:]EC,i=1,2.1fr,#Oarguethat c,=O.Ifr,=Oand 
wi # 0, argue again that c2 = 0. Continue in this fashion. The converse and 
the final assertion are equally easy to check. u 
We denote the fact that L is a left ideal of a ring R by writingL dz R. Similarly 
T Q+ R indicates a right ideal. 
THEOREM 1. Let B be a class of prime rings. Then 9 is a normal class if and 
only if B satisfies: 
(N.l) LqlT~‘R,R~~,Laprimering=>L~~‘, 
(N.2) L qz T q’R,LEY’, Raprimering * REY. 
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Proof. Suppose B satisfies (N.1) and (N.2). Let (R, V, W, S) be an S- 
faithful Morita context with R E 8. In the notation preceding Proposition 1 
(with P = 0) we have a context (R, V, W, S) satisfying the conditions (l)-(4) 
of Proposition 3. Hence C = [k ,“] is a prime ring. Now R E 9 and 
so (N.2) implies that C E 9. Again 
and S is prime by Proposition 3 so (N.l) shows S E 9. 
Conversely, suppose B is a normal class and L qz T Q’ R. If R E B and L 
is a prime ring, consider the context (R, RL, T, L). This is L-faithful because R 
and L are prime rings. It follows that L E 9 by the normality of 8. If L E 9 and 
R is a prime ring, consider the context (L, T, RL, R). This is R-faithful since R 
is a prime ring and so R E 9 and (N.2) is satisfied. 4 
COROLLARY 1. Any normal class is special. 
COROLLARY 2. Let S be a normal class, Let (R, V, W, S) be a Morita context 
with R E 9, and let C = [F ,“I. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) CE9. 
(b) C is a prime ring. 
(c) (R, V, W, S) satisfies (2), (3) and (4) of Proposition 3. 
When these conditions are satisfied, either S = 0 or S E 9. 
Proof. It is clear that (a) * (b) and (b) + (c) by Proposition 3. Both 
(c) + (a) and the final remark about S follow from Proposition 3 and the proof 
of Theorem 1. 1 
The converse to Corollary 1 is false. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F be a field and FV be an infinite dimensional space. Then 
the standard context (F, V, V*, E) is E-faithful. Hence no class 9’ of prime 
rings with FE B but E q! 9 is normal. In particular the classes of simple rings 
with identity, fields, skew-fields, and domains are not normal. 
These classes are all special so their upper radicals are special but not normal. 
Note that Sands [ 131 shows that the upper radical determined by any non-empty 
class of simple rings with identity is not normal. 
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THEOREM 2. Let 5 be a normal class and N be the upper radical determined 
by B. Then N is a normal, special radical. 
Proof. Subdirect products of N-semi-simple (prime) rings are semi-simple 
for any radical N, the converse holds here since B is special by Corollary 1 of 
Theorem 1. Hence N is special. The N-semi-simple class Y is the class of 
subdirect products of rings from B (see Divinsky [5, p. 1391) and so N is a 
normal radical by Proposition 2. 1 
Before proceeding, we note the following examples of normal classes. 
EXAMPLE 2. Amitsur [l, Theorem 201 shows that the classes of primitive 
and prime ,rings are normal and it follows from [ 1, Corollary 211 that the class 
of prime Levitzki semi-simple rings is normal as is the class of all prime rings 
with no non-zero nil left (right, one-sided) ideals. Consequently, Theorem 2 
shows the Jacobson, Baer and Levitzki radicals are normal and special [l, 
Theorem 20; 51. It also shows the upper radical determined by the prime rings 
with no non-zero nil left ideal is normal [ 1, Theorem 201 and special. 
The antisimple radical is the upper radical determined by the class of all prime 
subdirectly irreducible rings (AndrunakieviE [3]). This radical is normal as the 
next result shows. 
PROPOSITION 4. The class 9 of all prime subdirectly irreducible rings is normal. 
Proof. Let (R, V, W, S) be an S-faithful Morita context. Assume R E 9 
and S # 0. If A is the minimal ideal of R then B = WAV is an ideal of S and 
B # 0 since VBW = (VW) A(VW) # 0 in the prime ring R. If P # 0 is any 
ideal of S then VPW # 0 in R so A _C VPW, whence B = WAV C 
(WV) P(WV) C P. Thus S is subdirectly irreducible and it is prime by 
Example 2. 1 
Note that the class of all subdirectly irreducible rings does not meet the 
conditions of Proposition 1. Let Z denote the ring of integers and P the Priifer 
group E( p”) for some prime p. The context 
OP n 
00 0 I 1 --- OP % 
is Z-faithful and [:[I is subdirectly irreducible while Z is not. 
The following result is a partial converse to Theorem 2 and extends [9, 
Theorem 121. 
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THEOREM 3. Let N be a radical such that the class B of all prime, A--semi- 
simple rings is non-empty. 
(a) If N is normal then 9 is a normal class. 
(b) If N is special then N is normal if and only if B is a normal class. 
Proof. (a) Let (R, V, W, 5’) be an S-faithful Morita context and assume 
R E 8. Since N is normal then VN(S) W C N(R) = 0 and so N(S) = 0. Since S 
is prime by Example 2, we have S E 9 as required. 
(b) Assume N is special. If 9 is a normal class then z#, the upper radical 
determined by 9, is normal by Theorem 2. However N = u3 since N is 
special, and so (b) follows. a 
If 9 denotes the class of all primitive rings together with the integers Z, 
then B is not normal as the context 
shows. However the upper radical determined by B is the Jacobson radical. 
Now let 9 be a class of prime rings such that N = ~9 is normal and special. 
If 9’ denotes the class of prime N-semi-simple rings then Theorem 3 gives 
(1) PCC, 
(2) 9’ is a normal class, and 
(3) N is the upper radical determined by 9. 
We do have the following variation of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. A radical is normal and special if and only if it is the upper 
radical determined by a normal class. 
III. PROPERTIES OF NORMAL CLASSES 
Throughout this section, 9 will denote a fixed (non-empty) normal class. We 
give several results which assert that B is closed under the formation of certain 
associated rings. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let R be a prime ring and let L u1 T 4” R where L # 0. 
The following are equivalent: 
(1) LE9. 
(2) L is a prime ring and R E 8. 
(3) LaT = 0, a EL implies a = 0 and R E 8. 
Proof. (1) * (2) follows by condition N.2 of Theorem 1 and (2) => (3) 
since L _C T. Given (3), consider the context (R, RL, T, L). It suffices to show 
that this is L-faithful by the normality of 8. If a EL and RLaT = 0, then 
LaT = 0 since R is prime and hence a = 0 by (3). B 
Note that the condition on L in (3) is satisfied if LaL = 0, a EL implies a = 0. 
COROLLARY 1. If L and T are non-zero left and right ideals respectively in a 
prime ring R, then L n T E B if and only if L n T is a prime ring and R E 9. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a prime ring. 
(a) If0 # e2 = eER, theneReE9ifandonlyifRE9. 
(b) IfO#A~RthenAE9ifandonlyifREB. 
COROLLARY 3. If R E B andL is a left ideal of R, then L E B t> L n r(L) = 0, 
where r(L) is the right annihilator of L. 
COROLLARY 4. Let L d1 T Q R, where L E 9’. If L n I # 0 for each non- 
zero ideal I of R, then R E 9. 
Proof. The hypothesis on L implies R is a prime ring. [ 
The possibility of embedding a ring in B in a ring with identity in 9 is 
included in the following more general result which answers a question of 
Szasz [14, Problem 761. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let Y be a special class of rings. If R E Y then 3S E .Y such 
that 1 E S and R is isomorphic to an ideal of S. 
Proof. Embed R in a ring R1 with identity as usual and let l(R) denote the 
left annihilator of R in RI. Then S = RI/l(R) is a prime ring containing R as an 
ideal so, since Y is special, S E 9’. fl 
PROPOSITION 7. Let R be any ring, I a (possibly infinite) index set, and let M(R) 
denote any ring of 1 I 1 x / I 1 matrices over R which contains all matrices of the 
form aeij , a E R; i, j E I. Then R E S if and only if M(R) E 9. 
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Proof. Assume M(R) E 9. Then R is a prime ring (since AZ(R) is prime) 
and is a left ideal of a right ideal of M(R). Hence R E B by Theorem 1. 
Conversely, assume R E B and let V and W be the direct sum of I I j copies 
of R written as row and column vectors respectively. Then (R, V&‘(R), M(R)W, 
M(R)) is an M(R)-faithful Morita context since each aeii lies in M(R). The 
result follows. 1 
COROLLARY 1. The property that a ring belongs to B is a Morita invariant. 
Proof. Proposition 7 and Corollary 2 of Proposition 5. 1 
A left R-module V is called torsionless if it can be embedded in a direct 
product of copies of R, equivalently if vV* = 0, v E V, implies v = 0 where 
V* = Hom,(V, R) is the dual of V. Examples include the projective modules 
and the semiprime modules ((vV*)v # 0 f or all 0 # v E V, see Zelmanowitz 
[16]). The first result in the next proposition was proved for prime rings by 
Zelmanowitz [15] and for primitive rings by Posner [12] and extended by 
Amitsur [I] to normal classes. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let V = RV be a left R-module and write E = Hom,( V, V). 
(a) If V is torsionless then R E 9’ implies E E 8. 
(b) If RV is faithful and V*v = 0, v E V, implies v = 0, then E E 9’ 
implies R E 8. 
Proof. If RV is torsionless then the standard context (R, V, V*, E) is 
E-faithful so (a) follows from the normality of 9. If the hypotheses of (b) are 
satisfied then (E, V*, V, R) is R-faithful so (b) follows in the same way. 1 
The condition that V*v = 0, v E V implies v = 0 is satisfied in R V is a 
generator in the category of left R-modules (that is VV* = R) and R has an 
identity element. This condition is also satisfied if V is semiprime and so we have 
COROLLARY 1. Let R V be a faithful, semiprime module. If E = Hom,( V, V) 
thenRE9isandonlyifEE9. 
IV. ~-STRUCTURE SPACES 
In this section we show that a topological property of the class of primitive 
rings is possessed by any normal class. 
Thus if R is any ring and B is any non-empty class of prime rings we define 
the set gR to be all ideals P of R for which R/P E 9. A closure operator Cl is 
defined by setting 
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where & is any subset of pR . We call the set gR , topologized by the closure 
operator Cl, the &structure space of R. When B is the class of primitive rings 
we have the usual structure space. 
If 1 is an ideal of R, then 
is a subspace of gR , and the map 
f:P-+P/I 
is a homeomorphism from Q onto pR,{ . 
If S is a subset of R, then we put 
It is known that if B is a special class of rings then the map 
f:P-+PnI 
is a homeomorphism from g(1) onto 9,. (See Michler [lo], Mihalev [ll]). 
THEOREM 5. Let B be a normal class, R any ring, and e a non-zero idempotent 
in R. Then the mapping 
f:P+PneRe 
is a homeomorphism from B(eRe) onto the @structure space of eRe. 
Proof. To see that ePe E geRe , we use the isomorphisms (eRe/ePe) s 
(P -j- eRe)lP = -R- weew erei?=e+P,a=R/P.SinceeRe$P,e$P,T#Q h 
and pi& # 0. Now Proposition 5, Corollary 2, gives .?i?.? E 9, and ePe E geRe . 
We show next that the mapping f is 1 - 1. If A, B E a(eRe) and eAe = eBe, 
then (ReR) A(ReR) C ReAeR = ReBeR 2 B. Now B is prime and ReR g B, 
since e 6 B, so A C B. Thus symmetry gives A = B and f to be 1 - 1. 
Our next task is to show that the map f is onto. If X (1 eRe with eRe/X E 9, 
set Y = RXR, then 
eYe = eRXRe = eReXeRe 
= (eRe)(eXe)(eRe) 
= exe = X. 
Put 9 = {1] I d R, II Y, eIe C x>. Note that, in fact, eIe = X. Using Zorn’s 
Lemma we select a maximal member, 2 say, of 9’. If J is an ideal of R such that 
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eRe n / _C 2, then e/e C eZe _C X. Hence, e(J + Z)e C X and the maximality of 
Z gives J C Z. Therefore in the ring i? = R/Z, where c = e + Z is a non-zero 
idempotent since X C eRe, every non-zero ideal has non-zero intersection with 
8~. Now &? g eRe/eZe = eRe/X E 8, so Corollary 4 of Proposition 5 gives 
REY. Thus f(Z) = eZe = X, ZEP~, and Z $ eRe, which proves that f is 
onto. 
Finally, we show that f is open and continuous by proving, for any subset 
JS? C B(eRe), that f(CE(&)) = CZ(f(&‘)). Here we set s&‘~ = {eAe 1 A E d}, 
J = 0 &‘, and I; = n &, . Clearly J1 = J n eRe = e Je. 
If P E CZ(&), then ePe = P n eRe 1 J n eRe = J1 and sof(CZ(&‘))CCZ( f(d)). 
Conversely, if P, E CZ(f(&‘)), then P, = ePe for some P E @(eRe), because f 
is onto. Further, P 2 PI 2 e Je so that P 2 (ReR) J(ReR). In addition, ReR g P 
for e $ PI , Hence J C P and P E CZ(&). Therefore f(CZ(&)) 1 CZ(f(&)) and 
we have equality. 1 
Note added in proof. There is some overlap between this paper and “On the primitivity 
of prime rings” by Lanski, Resco, and Small to appear in this journal. Proposition 6, 
restricted to prime rings but covering K-algebras where K is a commutative domain 
with identity, and Corollary 2 of Proposition 5 for primitive rings, have been proved 
independently in the above paper. 
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